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Good News for Sellers:  Phoenix is already off to a better start this year than 2014. Residential inventory levels started off 4% 
lower, and there were 7% fewer new listings in January 2015 than in January 2014.  The number of closings last month held 
steady, within 1% of the same period last year.  "Boomerang Buyers" who are past their post-short sale/foreclosure waiting 
period are returning to the market, as well as buy-and-hold investors.  The best months for listing a home are coming 
up.  Homes listed in March and April sell faster and closer to list price than during the rest of the year.  Sellers who price and 
market their homes well can plan on bidding wars, especially for properties that are updated and in good condition. 

Good News for Buyers:  Interest rates are still hovering below 4%, and President Obama's cuts to mortgage insurance 
premiums mean lower monthly payments and more buying power for FHA buyers.  Because our Phoenix market has stabilized, 
lenders aren't as fearful and aren't requiring huge down payments.  There are many more loan products available as compared 
to a year ago.  Buyer activity is always heavy in spring...but as a result, so is seller activity.  Finicky buyers who feel like "there's 
nothing good out there" will notice new listings becoming available at a faster pace, but must be pre-qualified and ready to 
pounce on a deal.  Working with a helpful agent to get a gauge for the market is a must.   

Call your UBG real estate consultant to discuss pricing and timing strategies for your next move! 

- Beth Cox, Lead Market Analyst for United Brokers Group  

This is data pulled from the database of Broker Metrics which derives it's data from ARMLS.  Both Maricopa and Pinal counties are represented in the data.  The search 
parameters include the following: Residential homes: Single Family Detached, Patio Homes, Townhomes, Apartments, Twin Semi-Detached, Manufactured Mobile 
Housing, Modular/Manufactured, Lofts. New homes not included. 
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